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REAL HOPE — Freshman Israel Jackson addresses
the Awakening Conference on Thursday, April 15 .

Awakening
hits campus

Tiffany Edwards
ASST. FEATURE

EDITOR
MELINDA

"Freedom is a fragile thing and is never more than one

ZOSH

DON'TTREAD ON ME — Liberty student and French native Caroline Perricaudet voices her opinion
at the Tax Day Rally hosted by the Lynchburg Tea Party at Miller Park in downtown Lynchburg.

generation away from extinction. It is not ours by inheri-

Tea Party hosts
Tax Day Rally

tance; it must be fought for and defended constantly by each
generation, for it comes only once to a people. Those who
have known freedom and then lost it have never known it
again," Ronald Reagan said in his first inaugural speech as
governor of California on Jan. 5,1967.
The Freedom Federation takes this idea seriously which
is why they held The Awakening 2010 conservative conference at Liberty April 15-16. The event opened Thursday
evening at Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC) with

FAST FACTS

music and messages fi pm guest speakers, including Virginia
Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli, School of Law Dean and

774 Tax Day Tea
Party events were
held this year.

Liberty Counsel founder Mathew Staver, Ron Luce of Teen
Mania, D r Tim Clinton and many others. The two-day
event featured 52 nationally recognized speakers.

Only 300Tax Day
Tea Parties were
held in 2009.

Friday began with a session at 8 a.m. featuring a video
message from Israeli Vice Prime Minister Moshe YaAlon
and Israeli Member of the Knesset for Likud and Chairman
of World Likud Danny Danon, speaking on Jihadism and

The Tax Day Tea
Party 2010 Facebook group has
almost 70,000
members

the Threat to Western Values.
Afterw'ard, Fridays convocation featured Rev. Samuel
Rodriguez of the National Hispanic Christian Leadership
Conference (NHCLC), who spoke on the importance of
young Christian Americans remaining strong and steadfast

25,000 people
attended the Tax
Day Tea Party in
Washington, D.C.

in their religious and political convictions despite heavy
opposition from society Rodriguez cited Joshua 1:6 in his
message.'
See A W A K E N I N G on A7

Melinda Zosh
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"I'm 1/4 American, and

EDITOR

3 / 4 French by birth, but

Standing straight, her
dark hair coiled into a po-

"I

was

(thinking)

America, that's where I am

the American blood rules

going to be, and it is going

it all," Perricaudet said.

to be America until the

nytail, she held her poster

She was one of hun-

end,'" Perrichaudet said.

close to her body. She

dreds who attended the

"God created an amazing

looked like the other hun-

National Tax Day Rally at

country here."

dreds of Americans hold-

Miller Park in downtown

ing similar posters with

Lynchburg on April 15.

She has vowed to preserve' this "amazing coun-

After watching the Sep-

try" by fighting against

stood out from the crowd.

tember 11, 2001 terror-

forms of governments that

"Welcome to France—

ist attacks overseas when

restrict fi-eedom, she said.

Obamunism," it read.

she was 11-years-old, she^

similar messages. Yet, hers

"I am afraid that Ameri-

Freshman Caroline Per-

knew that she wanted to

ricaudet, an international

live in America some day

other Europe that is falling

relations

under-

She felt a connection to

down, and it cannot stand

stands this message. She

American people during

up to radical Islam," Perri-

was born and raised in

a time when most French

caudet said.

major,

France, but she considers

citizens were wary of the

herself American.

Bush administration.

ca is going to turn into an-

See TAX on A8

Student workers
rg impact local economy
Kormanik has started taking only online

Cat Hewett
ASST. NEWS

EDITOR

classes so that she can work more hours.

Balancing school and work is many

Kormanik is just one of many college

times not an easy thing to do, but for

students in Lynchburg who work to ei-

many college students it is a necessity.

ther pay for school,or earn a little extra

"I have to work to pay for school"

spending money.
"I would say that all but two of (the

Shanna Kormanik said.
Kormanik works at the Sundae Grill
across the street fi:om Liberty's North

people who work here are) coUege students," Kormanik said.
Liberty Psychology major Victoria

Campus.

MELINDA

ZOSH

ON THE ISSUES — City Council candidates (from left to right) Don Good Jr., James E.
Coleman Jr., Hunsdon"H."Cary III, and Brent Robertson debated city issues April 15.

Candidates debate policies
Amanda Sullivan

the

EDITOR IN

of Commerce,

CHIEF

The candidates running

Lynchburg

Chamber
Lynchburg

College and ABC

panelists

News & Advance and Mari
White from WLNI, News/
talk radio in

Lynchburg.

for Lynchburg City Council

team

"I just walked down here my freshman

Cahoon started working at Firehouse

gathered

was formed to ask rotating

Lynchburg College professor

year and got a job," Kormanik said. "I

Subs on Wards Road when it opened

College

their

questions to the candidates.

Dr. Kirt von Daacke acted as

have been working here ever since. (The

one year ago.

policies and platforms, on

The panel consisted of Libby

the event moderator.

April 15. All candidates were

Fitzgerald

in attendance.

Charlottesville public radio;

people who work here) have become a
See SERIES on A3

really tight group."

at
to

Lynchburg
debate

The event was hosted by
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Feature
News
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65

of media

13. A

13; Ray Reed firom The

from

WVTF,

Noreen Turyn firom ABC

See D E B A T E on A3

Marketing ^^
team wins
FLIGHTS S r i L L GROUND
ED FROM VOLCANO
Intcrnatlcni.il Hights have
lieen dclayetl across the
world, strantling thousands
of passengers bccaiise of an
Icelandic volcano eruption.
Various news sources said
the clouds from the volcano
spilled out dust clouds of ash
and glass like particles covering hundreds of miles,
Analysts fear the delays
may continue this week, according to C.;NN.
The volcano eruption began March 20 beneath the
Byjafjallajokull glacier in
southern Iceland.
POLISH
T O

PRESIDENT

"We envision a world where the basic need
of clean water and sanitary conditions are
met, where children are able to reach their
full potential as human beings. We envision
a world where children can drink deeply from
the well of life."
NEWS REPORTER

This was the vision of four senior marketing
students as they competed at the American
Marketing Association (AMA) Collegiate Case
C'ompetition in New Orleans on April 8.

The coffins for Polish President Lech Kaczynski and
his wife were transported all
night by military convoy from
the capital to St. John's Cathedral for the funeral. The burial
will be void of many world
leaders whose flights were
cancelled due to the volcanic
ash from Iceland, including
President Barack Obama,
French President Nicolas Sarkozy"'and German Chancellor Angela Merkel, according
to numerous sources.

C A R E

E L E C T S

Y O U N G E S T

The competition marked the second year in
a row that Liberty has placed in the finals at the
AMA Collegiate Competition. Approximately
1,300 students from across the United States and
around the world were present at the competition,
according to Brunson.
The process began in the fall semester with
hours of research, writing and formatting of the
case submission, according to Detweiler. Spring
semester for participants consisted of writing and
memorizing individual presentations.

The case competition is the top honor a school
can receive at the AMA Collegiate Convention,
according to Brunson.
" We may have gotten second place, but we won
the client," senior Mike Godsoe told his teammates
after the awards ceremony 'At the end of the day
that is what's important."
The case was to create a marketing campaign
that would raise awareness of the UNICEF Tap
Project, increase monetary donations to $2 million
a year and produce long-term donors.
"Our team took it a step further and created a
plan for UNICEF to achieve their goal of cutting

H E A L T H

E X E C U T I V E

The
four student
presenters- Godsoe,
l^etweiler, Fioppe and Cole - one facilitator and
three other students who worked on the research
paper traveled to Louisiana to participate in the
competition.

The team received a second place award and
was honored with the II.S, Fund for UNICBF
Achieving Zero Award for the best presentation
that captured the ultimate goal ofthe UNICEF Tap
Project—to eliminate deaths from lack of sanitary
water conditions around the world. A cash prize
of $2,500 was awarded to Liberty for the second
place hnish, according to marketing professor and
staff adviser Ken Brunson.

REST

N A A C P

the water crisis in half by 2015 and eliminate the
problem by 2020 or sooner, the umbrella goal of
TAP Project," presenter Kelly Detweiler said.

Taylor Overhultz

P U T

A S

B O A R D

C H A I R M A N

The father of Chelsea King
accepted a deal for his daughter's murder allowing the
killer to be clear of the death
penalty, according to CNN.
King's father called the capital punishment in-California
an "empty promise" and accepted the deal to give closure
to his family and community,
according to CNN.
John Gardner III, 31, pleaded guilty April 16, admitting
to the murder of King, Amber
Dubois and "assault with intent to commit rape of a third
person," San Diego County
District Attorney Bonnie Dumanis told CNN. Gardner
led authorities to the remains
of, Dubois. Until then the disappearance of Dubois had remained a mystery, according
to CNN.

"This kind of project takes a vast amount of
preparation and dedication," Detweiler said. "Most
school projects are in a controlled environment.
We had to deal with and keep up with a declining
economy, competitors, natural disasters and how
they affected charitable donations and evolving
donor trends."

Kelly Marvel

NEWS REPORTER
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LIFE C H A N G I N G — Sophomore Katie Jennings sits
with guest speaker Robert DeLong and his wife to
honor the graduating members of Alpha Lambda
Delta.
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Team members described Brunson as the
leading force in preparing them for the challenge
ofthe competition.
"(Brunson) met with u,^ at 7 a.m., Monday
Wednesday and Friday for three months," Godsoe
said. "I was late to the first meeting and Brunson
had already started. I literally had to walk in and
begin my presentation. 1 was never late again."
"'^rhe team really has their ticket punched,"
Brunson said. "Saying that you are representing
a university on a competition team is one thing.
Saying that you are in the finals is another thing.
Coming back with a second place finish and only
being beat out by one of the top business schools in
the nation, there is nothing shabby about any of that
stuff
Contact Taylor Overhultz at
toverhultz(a)libertyedu.

Alpha Lamba
Deltaiiottors "
graduating seniors

1971 U N I V E R S I T Y BLVD, L Y N C H B U R G , V I R G I N I A 2 4 5 0 2

C O N

marketing students were chosen by Brunson
and business professor Paul Young to propose a
marketing plan.
"Tliree of the members from last year said they
got jobs just because they were on the team,"
Brunson said. 'Already there are a couple on the
team that are so in love with the project and with
the organization that their thinking about going
and talking to them."

'The team was formed in the fall semester as a
class, according to Brunson. Tlie top eight junior

LIBERTY CHAMPION

V I S U A L

'HOTO PROVIDED

W I N N I N G BIG — Faculty Advisor Ken Brunson, Peter Hoppe, Mike Godsoe, Kelly Detweiler, Wesley Cole, Kelly Donnelly, Storm Blizzard, and M a t t h e w Smith w o n second
place in the A M A Collegiate Case Competition in N e w Orleans.

Send letters to:

Liberty Champion
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, VA 24502
or drop off in DeMoss Hall 1035.
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THE C H A M P I O N IS ALSO
AVAILABLE ONLINE A T .
LIBERTY.EDU/CHAMPION
A N D FACEBOOK.

l^ressed in their best, the
Alpha Lambda L^elta (ALL:))
honor
society
honored
over 30 of their graduating
members with a dinner
banquet on Saturday April
17. Tlie honor society has
over 130 graduates this year.
'^Tlie speaker for the evening
was a former professor
of psychology at Liberty
University Robert L')eLong.
DeLong spoke to the seniors
about life after college
and how the milestone oi
graduation s h o L i l d not be the
last educational milestone the
students celebrate.
"Don't let this (bancjuet)
and don't let May be the
last thing that you do that
indicates that you want to
grow and mature," DeLong
Svtid.

He told a story about the
guest speaker in one of his
classes at Liberty who said he
never had a job because a job
is something that is daunting
or boring.
"Try to find employment
that fits your personality so
that you don't work, you just
enjoy doing it," DeLong said.

go home at night you can look
back and say 'I really am glad I
was doing was 1 was doing' is
really important. Money is
not the end-of-all."
To conclude his speech,
DeLong challenged students
to think about how they could
use their education, money,
time and talents to share the
love of Christ wherever life
takes them.
The
graduates
were
then awarded their honor
cords and certificates by
faculty advisor Dr. Marilyn
Gadomski and the current
ALL) officers.
Gadomski also presented
the Maria Leonard Book
Award. The book, named
after a former ALL^) president,
is presented each year to
the graduating senior with
the highest GPA. This year
ALD had several graduates
with a 4.0 CPA, so the book
was donated to the library in
honor of these students.

He also advised the
members that money should
not be the deciding tactor in
their lives.

Editor Alicia Whitecavage
was presented with the Jo
Anne Trow Award, named
after a former national ALL^
president, by Gadomski.
Whitecavage and two other
members were nominated
to the national ALLl office to
receive one of 25 scholarsliips
of$ 1,000 each, and one of 10
$3,000 scholarships.

"llon't let money be the
tbcus," L)eLongsaid. "Having
via occupation that when you

Senior advisor and former
AI.D
chapter
president
Dominique
Vidale-Pbisa

presented Gadomski with a
certificate of nomination as
the National ALD Advisor of
the Year. Vidale-Plaza spoke
of how Gadomski, as well as
her experience with ALD,
shaped her college career.
"I was never really into
community service or even
leadership at all until I got
involved with AL.D," VidalePlaza said. 'ALD has really
changed my life, not just
academically but spiritually
and emotionally as well."
She
also
thanked
administrative advisor Bessie
Grayson for her help in
planning the banquet.
"It excites me to know that
the scholastic achievement
that they have here in their
first year of college, and to
maintain that and then go out
in the world as champions for
Christ," Grayson said.
After the closing prayer,
seniors gathered with their
friends and documented the
occasion with pictures and
hugs, showing that being in
ALD was a great experience
in their yeai s at Liberty
" It's a big deal to me to know
that 1 didn't just graduate but
that I stood out," Vidale-Plaza
said. "I recommend ALD for
all incoming sophomores,
and they should join because
it's great."
Contact Kelly Marvel at
krmarvel@libertyedu.
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"We probably have four or five
college students working here," Gaboon said.
Cahoon said Firehouse Subs
prints out a Liberty schedule so they
know when to schedule more employees and to order more produce.

" Twelve out of 13 employees are
in Lynchburg because of Liberty
either they're married to someone
who goes there or they've recently
graduated," Schallmo said.
Roy "Smiley" Ellis' establishment,
the Drow.sy Poet, almost solely services Lynchburg's college population.

"We probably do the best during
College for a Weekend," Cahoon
said. "We do the worst during spring
break, Christmas break and summer break"
To offset the loss in business during the breaks, Cahoon said hours
are cut,
"We cut down on labor," Cahoon
said. "We do not have as many people work as usual."
Liberty senior and Starbucks employee Sarahann Schallmo works at
the Starbucks on Timberlake Road.
"College Students play a huge role
in our business," Schallmo said. "We
thrive off of the young adults and
the new up coming generation of
business men and women."
Schallmo said that her store does
not see as much traffic as the store
on Wards Road.
"We definitely don't get as much
business as the (Starbucks) on
Wards Road, but we have a ton of
commuters, professors and faculty
come in daily on their way to Liberty," Schallmo said.
Even though Schallmo works farther from the Liberty campus, she
said that almost everyone she works
with has a connection to Liberty

Liberty Student Workforce

"I would say the college kids that
come here, they have something in
common with me," Ellis said. "They
want to get away It is a labor of love
not of money."

Friedley also said that having colleges in close proximity to his store
gave him a ready supply of workers.
"I get applications in here all the
time," Friedley said. "It works out really well because if schedules change
or something, I have a ready supply
of new people."
Friedley said that how much busiiiess a store gets directly affects how
many people it can hire and how many

29%
off-campus
part time

on-campus
full time

on-campus
part time

Ellis solely employs college students, 90 percent of which arc Liberty students. When students leave
for the Christmas and summer
breaks, Ellis is alone to run the store
most ofthe time.
"Sometimes I have one person
(working with me)," Ellis said.
General Manager of Rugged
Warehouse Jeremy Friedley employs tliree college students and
said Lynchburg's college population
brings more money which translates to more hours he can give his
employees.

7%

14%

15%

35%

off-campus
full time

not at all
when in school

Q: D o y o u h a v e a j o b d u r i n g t h e school year?
*The survey was taken in February 2010. A total of 371 local on-line and commuter
students participated. These numbers represent the survey results.
hours they can give its employees.
"Payroll is the number one controllable expense," Friedley said.
Lynchburg colleges bring in more
business that gives businesses more
hours they can in turn give to their
employees.
Senior Felicia Adams works at the
East Campus Clubhouse located on
the Liberty campus.
"Most ofthe people 1 work with

"(I) don't believe there's
a rift between Lynchburg
and Liberty," Independent
candidate J.P Vaughan said.
Republican
candidate
Don Good thought the
issues
resided
"between
the Chancellor and city
government."
Liberty student and city
council
candidate
Brent
suggested
[.iND.\ Zo.SI I Robertson
WEIGHING THE ISSUES —Candidates Ted Hannon and Lynchburg "bridge the gap"
J.P. Vaughan discuss their platforms April 15.
and "elect a Liberty student,"
plugging his own campaign.
DEBATE continuedjromAl
Turyn asked the candidates their positions
Each candidate was given a one-minute
on downtown development and spending.
opening statement, one minute to respond to
"I've been a great supporter of downtown
questions posed and 30 seconds for closing
revitalization," Mayor Joan Foster said. "Public
remarks. The order of the candidates was
investment has brought on private investment."
randomly decided, according to Daacke.
The eight candidates were also asked their
Tlie candidates were asked a series
positions on the school board and whether
of questions, including one about the
intelligent design should be taught alongside
Conditional Use Permit (CUP) restrictions
the evolutionist theory in the public schools.
placed on colleges and universities in the
"I'm not going to venture to say what should
Lynchburg area.
be taught in school," Vaughan said.
"Government should not micromanage
"I'm going to get really controversial,"
grounds of any institution," Republican
Robertson said. "1 see no scientific proof that
Candidate Hunsdson "H" Gary said.
evolution should reign supreme in classrooms."
"The first thing (to take care of) is safe
Independent candidate Randy Nelson
pedestrian crossing."
preferred to leave curriculum decisions to
White asked the candidates what they
the school board, noting that the board
thought about the relationship between
should not support a theory that is "foreign
Liberty University and the City of Lynchburg.
to science."
"It's no secret (the relationship) is strained,"
White also asked the candidates to talk
Republican Candidate Ted Hannon said.
about their perspectives on race relations in
"There is kind of a we-they atmosphere. We
the city, focusing on the recent incident where
need a complete change of atmosphere."

are college students, but there are a
few who have already graduated or
are not in college," Adams said.
The colleges in Lynchburg also
contribute to the workforce by
pi'oviding thousands of jobs. From
professors to ground services and
dining services, colleges are some
of the biggest employers in the city
according to President and CEO of
the Lynchburg Regional Chamber

a police officer shot and killed a black man.
"It is a problem we all share," Independent
candidate James Coleman said. "In 2009, we
did not have a homicide in this city."
Additionally, the candidates were also asked
about parking in downtown Lynchburg, their
thoughts on public support of the arts and

ofCommercc Rex Hammond.
According to the Chamber's Web
site, Lynchburg colleges contribute
over 4,800 full-time and part-time
jobs, 3,205 of which are from Liberty University CEN'LRA, Lynchburg's largest single employer, offers
3,300 full-time and part-time jobs.
Contact Cat Hewett at
cahewett(ti^libertyedu,

state funding.
To listen to the full interview and watch
a video package from the event, visit the
Champion's Web site at Libertyedu/champion.
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsullivan3^i)libertyedu.
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The Tea Party parties on
I ' l h . i n Masscy

OPINION REPORTER

I h i n i ^ h the fear df h i g g o v c r n n i c n l a n d i'^iggcr taxes b e l o n g s
t(i ,ui era k i n g past, m c n i b c r s of the lea I'arty lixpress are again
t^aking u p the cause o n c e e h a n i p i o n e c l by Samuel A d a m s a n d
his lellovv Ikistonians.
After a[ipeai i n g a s s u p p o r t e r s of Sen. Seott l^rovvn d u r i n g his
iVIassachusetts c a m p a i g n , lea I'arty activists have c o n t i n u e d
tti eiravv the media's eye as t h e y poise themselves

i m p a c t up-

t o n i i i i g elections. Despite the party's m e d i a f o l l o w i n g , m a n y
A m e r i c a n s r e m a i n sur[irisingly unaware of tlie Tea Party's in
t e n t i o n s to put the I IS. o n the right track.
CM the l<S percent of A m e r i c a n s i d e n t i f y i n g themselves as
lea Party m e m b e r s , the m a j o r i t y are wealthier a n d m o r e educateil t h a n the general public, a c c o r d i n g to M S N I K 1
A l o n g w i t h m a n y Republicans, these conservative voters are
largely c o n c e r n e d w i t h the g o v e r n m e n t ' s fiscal r e s p o n s i b i l i t y
a n d g e t t i n g rid o f ' g o v e r n m e n t r u n liealth care. H o w e v e r , the
lea I'arty seems to have s t u m b l e d u p o n s o m e t h i n g i n n o v a t i v e
w i t h their l i m i t e d g c w e r n m e n t c a m p a i g n .
Activists d e s c e n d e d o n W a s h i n g t o n , l U . ' . , for a 'lax D a y
rally A p r i l 1 .S. W i t h protestors c a m e a 1 0 - p o i n t " C o n t r a c t F r o m
A m e r i c a " that Tea Partiers w a n t t h e next (.Aingress to follow.
A m o n g these points, the c o n t r a c t asked C.A)ngress to " p r o t e c t
the C Ainstitution," "balance the b u d g e t " a n d "stop the tax hikes,"
a c c o r d i n g to ABC J N e w s .
A l t h o u g h the c o n t r a c t d o c s n o t o f h c i a l l y release u n t i l A p r i l
1..S, it has already c o m e u n d e r b i t i n g c r i t i c i s m f r o m an o v e r l y
defensive D e m o c r a t i c Party
"'fhese are b u m p e r sticker slogans

Wooilhousc, the communications director of the Democratic
National C 'ommittce, told ABC" News on Wednesday
Willie Democrats' tempers do seem strained these days, it
IS obvious that their plans have been significantly impacted by
the Tea Party House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer confirmed
that the Tea Party rallies across the country have played a role
in lawmakers decisions to run for another term, according to
CNN,
Come November, the Tea Party may be a force to be reckoned with but Republicans arc concerned that this may split
the vote and put the ball back in the Democrats' court. Attempts to merge the Tea Party with the Republican Party arc
being made, but leading members insist that the Tea I^arty is an
entity in and of itself.
"'fhese Republicans smile at me, shake my hand and then
stab me in the back," Tea l\irty Express III Tour Chairman
Mark Williams told C.:NN,
In the face of doubts regarding the Tea I\irty's permanence,
members have indicated that they are not simply angry with
the economy or the health care plan, but with the current state
ofaffairs in Washington, D.C.
"We're in a war for the soul of this country," Williams said.
"We need to purge both parties,"
NO matter the outcome in November, Tea Party members
have made it clear that they are looking to the future of America
and trying to shape a better tomorrow for both Democrats and
Republicans.
Contact Ethan Massey at
ehmassey(ti)libertyedu.
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If at first you don't succeed^ try, try again — unless you re Conan
Abby Armbruster
OPINION REPORTER

Despite January's bloody late night talk show battle, Conan
O'Brien chose to don his bruised breastplate this week and
walk back into the coliseum with a similar late night plan,
which is bound to leave him in a pulpy gory mess.
O'Brien's return to late night television comes with the same
swings and punches that Conan the Barbarian has trusted for
m.ore than 10 years. His 11 p.m. show, premiering on TBS this
November, has critics raving about the announcement. Team
CoCo, as his supporters are now dubbed, is comprised of a
vast number of college students. The new endeavor will most
likely fizzle into another failed battle in the competitive gauntlet oflate night.
O'Brien has found immense success since leaving his show
in early 2010, incluciing a nearly sold-out comedy tour and
Twitter fellowship with his fans.
Once O'Brien dropped his sword and breastplate, fans were
quick to blame the Goliath gladiator himself, Jay Leno, tor the
loss of the Tonight Show with Conan O'Brien, which only ran
for seven months.
Now, with America on his side, Barbarian and Team CoCo
have raised awareness on the cutthroat late night war, shining a
light on the supposed anguish of O'Brien's life, though he left
with a flit $45 million paycheck in his pocket.
Since O'Brien's television absence, he has made himself
known on Twitter, gaining a record-breaking fan base of
15,000 followers in the first half-hour, according to llie Huffington Post.
O'Brien then announced his 30-date comedy tour which
began in Eugene, Ore., April 12. Tlie tour is nearly sold out,
with additional chances to meet O'Brien offered at some of
the shows, including $2,000 VIP seating.
While this success is good for the man who was stabbed in
AH IWORK

the back by a network that employed him for over 20 years,
the move to TBS will most likely end similarly to the Tonight
Show, despite O'Brien's long war.
Many people bashed the sudden wave of Team CoCo supporters because if they were such a strong force, why did they
not watch the show and produce higher ratings in the first
place? If the ratings were high enough to sustain the Tonight
Show, Leno would not have a chance to return to his familiar
spot at 11:30 p.m.
Instead of trying to resurrect his warrior on TBS, O'Brien
should stick with what is reeling in the money now: comedy
tours and Twitter updates. If O'Brien tweets about a certain
Web site or product, he will guarantee a stir in activity for his
now 839,937 followers.
O'Brien should drop the sword and shield now and wave a
white flag to the other late night predators who await O'Brien's
fall. As soon as O'Brien makes the wrong move in battle, Leno,
Letterman, Kimmell and Ferguson will stab his show in the
heart for another bittersweet loss.
As much as O'Brien's strong viewership seems unbreakable,
many people are returning to their normal lives without backing O'Brien in his battles against corporate conspirators.
A new leaf has been turned^for O'Brien with the comedy
tour, and the success has been sweet so far. While the iron is
hot in alternative comedy routines, why strike again in television where the pickings are slim? O'Brien should quit while he
is ahead and leave his television history where it is - in the past.
After being back at the late night TV slot for a tew months, the
downward spiral of ratings will repeat itself Does O'Brien have
the strength to win this next battle against the other giants, or
should O'Brien leave the coliseum for good? Only time, £ind
the bruises, will tell.
Contact Abby Armbruster at
aarmbruster(2)libertyedu.
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the 24-hour trip home ~ Mom and Dad, I have a big surprise
for you.
Despite my accumulation of stuf^ I remember my mom
hobbling up four flights of stairs to reach my room on East 11
in August of2006. She was struggling because she had a busted knee - 1 promise I was not responsible for that. I'm pretty
sure my knack for tiilling while standing still originated tirom
my mother... thanks, mom. Luckily, some really awesome
guys on student leadership had pity on me and my mom and
carted my junk to my room for us. My mom still talks about
how "nice those young men" were.

viewing skills, the opportunities that I had have superseded
iny wildest dreams. I have discovered the power of print and
the impact it can have on the local community, whether it be
good or bad. The experience is one I will never forget. Oh, and
I interviewed TobyMac.
Every single time I think of the next month, my stomach
develops this awkward, uneasy feeling. I mean, in one month
1 have to be fully self-sufficient and responsible. I am cuirently
responsible for all of my own bills, but that security of being
able to call my parents for help is beginning to feel childish,
which is because it is probably a naive notion.

I have an apartment with a roommate and some potential
My fi eshman year, I was stressed out about studying for my
GNED test, tor which I learned there was no reason to worry job prospects. I even used the skills I learned in CMIS 201 to
ifyou went to class, which I did. Tliat was the year that 1 started create a budget in an EXCEL spreadsheet -- complete with
1 wenty-five that number represents the number of days as a volunteer writing tbf the Champion and that was the year formulas and everything. Let's just hope 1 set the document
1 have before 1 turn ray tassel and toss my cap, signifying the that I dreamed 1 would one day embrace the Rory Giimore of up correctly However, my luck dictates at least one self-made
completion of my college career. It is surreal to think that in Gilmore Girls in me and become editor in chie£ That was also error will eternally embarrass me. If I end up living on the
just over a month 1 will be ending one chapter of my life and the seaaester that I saw TobyMac in tw^jert for the first tinie street because my spreadsheet was wrong, I'll let you know.
starting the next installment, especially because in my mind I and vowed to get an interview with hijn before I giaduated. I
So I guess the oiUy real "big girl" thing left to do is to hunam still 18 years old and a freshman walking onto campus tor even threatened my coworkers witli impendiing death if they ker down, fight off senioritis for the rest of the semest® and
the first n me.
tried to take my interview I wa$ totally kidding... 1 think.
deal with whatever life throws my way in the coming months.
Four years ago seems so long ago and yet the time frame is
Now, with 25 days left in my college career, my freshiBen Oh, goodness, this could be great inspiration for upcoming
not so distant from my thoughts lately 1 CMiie to this school dreams have been met I .had other dreanis, but those two columns...
with whatever I C(.)uld fit into two suitcases, scared and dream- seemed like the most out of reach. In the process of acquirContact Anianda Sullivan at
ing t)f the possibilities. My parents are certviin that my collec- ing a college education and working on my writing and interainsujliYan3(ji)liberty.edu.
tion of junk hasn't multiplied, and it will all fit in the car for
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Stupak supports health care, then quits
Katie Bell
OPINION

REPORTER

Speaker ofthe House Nancy Pelosi made a deal with Representative Bart Stupak (D-MI) in March in order to secure his
vote and that of other pro-life Democrats tor the health care
bill, according to Progressive political Web site firedoglake.
com. Pelosi agreed to let Stupak have a vote on his amendment,
which instructs the Senate to replace his language tor the Senate language on abortion, according to hredoglake.com.
Stupak's deal should come as no surprise to the American
public. It was a typical political deal, Pelosi needed Stupak's
vote and she had something to bargain with.
The deal blew up in Stupak's face.
Initially, Stupak said that he would not vote for the Democratic health care bill unless changes were made to limit aboi tion funding, which won him support trom religious Conservatives, vKCording to the Washington Post.
His first amendment, limiting abortion coverage, passed in
the House but tailed in the Senate, according to the Washington Post.
Ultimately Stupak voted tor the health care bill without
any changes to abortion funding. He was able to get President
Barack Obama to sign an executive order reaffirming the limits
on abortion coverage. Still, his vote to pass health care retorm
highly upset conservatives who accused Stupak of selling out,
according to the Wishington Post.
The problem with having President Obama sign an executive order is that in the grand scheme of things they do
not hold much significance, according to Liberty professor

Larry Anderson,
Stupak inevitably received a lot of hate mail from conservatives for his vote.
• He received voicemails saying, "There are millions of people
across the country who wish you ill. And all ot those thoughts
projected on you will materialize into something that's not very
good for you," according to the Media Research C^entei;
• Another voicemail called tor the Congressman's death.
• One letter contained a drawing of a hanging noose with
Stupak's name at the bottom of the gallows. At the bottom,
it read, 'All baby killers come to unseemly ends, either by the
hand of man or by the hand of Cod."
Is it not ironic that individuals who scream "right to lile" at
the top of their lungs are often the ones who proclaim "hang
'em high" if others stand in the way of their "right to life" views?
The reality is people should not be surprised at all by Stupak's vote.
The sooner people realize Washington politiciaiis are looking out tor their own interest rather than the interests ot their
alleged constituency the better.
In early April, Stupak announced he would not be seeking
re-election after almost 20 years in Congress, according to the
Washington Post.
Stupak is the 16th House Democrat to call it quits on politics
this year, according to the Washington Post. That, too, should
not come as a surprise.
Contact Katie Bell at
kebell2(ii)liberty.edu.
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Tlie City Council caiididates recently attended a
debate at Lynchburg College where they battled over
issues ranging from job gnnvth to education. One of
the questions I'^pen to all candidates was whether or not
intelligent design should be taught in public school science classes. 1 wasn't expecting much from the liberal
Democrats posed as independents like Mayor Foster,
Randy Nelson, or j.P Viiughn, but all three ofthe Republican candidates neglected to answer the question fully
Tlie only candidate who addressed the question was In dependent Liberty Student, Brent Robertson. He said,
"I see no scientific proof that evolution should reign supreme in classrooms", and further added that he knew in
a crowd of Lynchburg College students, he would "not
be too popular in [that] room."
Not only did Robertson stand up for what he believed in, but he did it in the most uncomfortable situation, where immediately after he answered the question, people murmured and displayed their disapproval
by his answer. All the while, the Republican candidates
stood silent.
Tliere is no doubt in my mind and in the mind of our
student body that this May 4 election is vitally important not only for Liberty, but tor the community as a
whole. I encourage you to look at all the candidates and
not to vote according to party line, but vote according to
your values. At Liberty we are taught that ifit's Christian,
then it ought to be better. I congratulate Mr. Robertson
for standing up for faith and values despite how unpopular it may have been, and I hope on May 4 we will go out
and vote according to our values, not party
lames Kimmey
LIBERTY
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VOICING VALUES — Delegate Scott Garrett speaks about local issues at his first local t o w n hall meeting April 13.
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D O I N G GOD'S WORK —• M a n n y Garcia fronri El Nuevo
Herald spoke to journalism students April 12 and 13.

Pulitzer Prize winner
pushes profession
Amanda ^Fhomason
NEWS REPORTER
"Dirty old crooks" will
always be part ot the journalism world, but as reporters,
the job is to Find the truth
and present it accurately Inspiring young journalists to
continue digging deep into
their stories and gain more
experience in convergence
media, executive editor of
El Nuevo Herald Manny
Garcia led a journalism conference April 12 and 13 in
DeMoss Hall.
"I wanted to quit my own
job on the spot and go work
for a paper somewhere," De;m
of Communications at Libert)' William Gribbin said
with a chuckle. "Giircia is the
kind of guy that is so excited
about joumalism. He inspired
me and I hope he inspired (tJie
students) too."
Garcia, an investigative
journalist and board member of Investigative Reporters and Editors (IRE),
began the conference with
a breaking news story of a
high school shooting. Offering the students small bits ol
information at a time, Garcia
urged the students to decipher through what information was accurate. Next they
would produce a lead to post
on their publications Web
site.
After hearing fi'om each
student, discussion rose
around the room about how
to handle these situations

and what a journalist should
do when handling breaking
news.
With years of valuable
experience as a writer and
an investigator, Garcia had
much knowledge to offer
students.
"Having an experienced
joumatet come to the school
and provide insight into how
the industiy actually works is
invaluable," senior Mattison
Brooks said. "It's something
students can learn a lot from
because as much as we might
gain from textbooks and
studying, actually talking with
someone who actively works
in the business is a great learning experience."
"He made the expectations of a journalist in emergency situations real" junior
Sarah Johnson said. "He
made it clear that the field
of journalism is not going
downhill, which was refreshing to hear, especially from
someone who knows the
business as well as he does."

Garrett hosts first town hall
meeting in Lynchburg
Melinda 'Zosh
NEWS EDITOR
Delegate Scott Garrett
held his hrst local town hall
meeting at the Lynchburg
Public Library on Tuesday,
April 13. Garrett touched on
health care, offshore drilling
and education among other
issues.
Liberty L'niversity and
Lynchburg C'ollege arc two
of the largest consumers of
I AC! grants in the state, according to Garrett. State
budget cuts to education
have forced many local districts to shut down several
of their schools, but Garrett
has lought to try to pieserve
higher education, he said.
"Education took a big hit,
and one way ol trying to
blunt that are grants to pay
for school particularly tor
students who do not have the
economic means to pay tor

education," Ciarrett said.
I'reshman Sean Maguire
was one of about six students
in attendance. He was disappointed that more young
people did not come out to
the event, he said.
"1 was discouraged when I
first came in, because every(.me was gray-haired except
for (a few of us) in the back,"
Maguire said. "(Young) people should take more of an
interest in what is going on."
Garrett noted that he copatroned 42 bills since this
year's session began in the
General Assembly in January
"1 have spent a lot of time
on your behalf in Richmond,"
Garrett said. "It is important
for everyone to believe that
their voice matters."
That was not his only accomplishment, according to
Maguire. As a freshman delegate, Garrett was assigned to

the finance committee, a rare
accomplishment for even
experienced state legislators,
Maguire said.
During the question-andanswer period, one resident
asked if Garrett knew exactly
how much revenue off-shore
drilling would bring to the
state and the local economy
Garrett said that he did
not know the exact number,
but he knows that it will create thousands of new jobs for
the area, especially with the
trucking industry, he said.
"1 am pleased that (President) Obama has allowed
off-shore drilling, but there
will be no drilling until safety
and security have been addressed," Garrett said.

I wanted to quit my own
job on the spot and go work
for a paper somewhere
— William Gribbin

As a former city council
member, he realizes the importance of Lynchburg's local
government, and he hopes
students will vote in the May
4 election.
"Tliose that do not vote are
granting approval of the processes that already exist, and
they are basically saying, 'We
like what we have,'" Garrett
said. "I am hopeful that they
. will get out and vote for those
that share their values."

On a local level, Garrett
sees Liberty University as a
major contributing factor to
the growth of Lynchburg. It
is the "largest employer, the

Contact Melinda Zosh at
mzosh(®libertyedu.

Domino's Pizza

Working as an editor at a
nationally recognized paper,
Garcia presented a strong
example to young journalists
of someone that has worked
his way up and proved himself to be a strong journalist.
For more information
about Garcia or the Miami
Herald, visit MiamiHerald.
com.
Contact Amanda Tliomason
at ahthomason((i)libertyedu.

largest charitable giving institution and largest economic
development tool," he said.
"I do not get caught up
in faith-based issues. I am
concerned that (Liberty) is
a business that just makes
sense," Garrett said.
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RALLYING FOR REVIVAL — Dean of Liberty School of Law Mathew Staver, left, speaks at the Justice Rally held Friday. Law students Jordan Van Matre, center, and Aionzo Davis, right, introduce
the first speakers at the conference.
AWAKENING continued from AI
"Ladies and gentlemen, you are the
roar of the 21st century," Rodriguez said,
"When you raise your voice, carrying the
cross with strength-and courage in the
name of Christ, I declare that nothing will
take away the roar of the church ofjesus
Christ in America."
The rest of the day included a session
titled "New Healthcare Law—It's Economic and Political Implications," as well
as smaller sessions between 2 p.m. and
4:30 p.m. on topics such as immigration,
the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender agenda, the millennial generation, a
discussion about social justice, abortion
in America, pastors and political activity,
AtVican American and Latino values and "
issues, and religious liberty and public
schools, the impending Supreme Court
nomination, and many other topics.
The conference finished with the Liberty and Justice Rally held Friday evening
at TRBC. The rally was combination of
praise, worship, prayer and short speeches about the issues that young Americans
face today Gospel singer Eddie James
and violinist Maurice Sklar performed
throughout the evening, while Lou Engle led prayer and worship. Speakers at
the rally included President of Liberty's

Student Government Association Matt
Mihelic, campus pastor Johnnie Moore,
Dean of the Liberty School of Law
Mathew Staver and Rev Samuel Rodri*
guez among others.
"Hie topic of abortion in America was
covered at the rally. Speakers urged minorities, which arc the most heavily affected by abortion in America, to stand
up for pro-life causes.
Twenty-two percent of all pregnancies
in America are aborted, and 37 percent
of those are performed on black women,
even though black women make up only
13 percent of the national population, according to statistics from the LIS. Center
for Disease Control (CDC) and the Alan
Guttmacher Institute (AGI). Overall, 14
million black children have been killed
by abortion since 1973, which is more
than the total number of black flitalities
from all other causes combined, according to the CDC.
"People ask me all the time as I travel
the country and the world, 'If abortion
is the leading cause of death in the black
community, then why are they not outraged?' And my answer is sad, but it 's simple — you are generally not outraged by
something that you have no knowledge
of)" Rev Arnold Culbreath of Protecting

Black Life said.
Dr. Ergun Caner spoke to students
about the fight that they would f k e as
Christians in a secular world.
"True believers, stop bickering
amongst ourselves, stop picking on each
other, because all of Hell will march in
its forces to stop you, to silence you and
to squelch what the Holy Spirit wants
(you) to do," Caner said. "Do you really
want awakening? Do you really want revival? Tlie devil will not sleep when the
church rises up."
Students were able to view and participate in the rally not just at TRBC, but all
over the country through a live streaming
video.
""flianks to Liberty, I had the privilege
of watching it live online. It brought me
to tears. Our country is in desperate need
of a revival. 1 hope you attended," Liberty
online student Maria Cintron said.
"It was a blessing to see how much of
an impact one can make on the world,"
freshman Britmarie Hicks said.
For more information about the Freedom Federation and activities and events
that it sponsors, visit Freedomfederation.
org.
Contact Tiffany Edwards at DAVID NIXON—The director of "Fireproof "speaks about his
tredwards2(®liberty.edu. new movie, "Letters to God."
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NO TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION — Junior Kevin Danielsen stands with seniors Cody Turner and Reagan Hoehl at t h e Tax Day Rally held at Miller Park on April 15.
The poster (pictured above) was a comnnon thenne at the event. Many people wore shirts similar to Turner's. It is a replica of the first U.S. Naval flag.
TAX contmiml Irani /\ /
She IS not alone in her tears. Senior laylor
Rose expressed his passion against fighting
what he Feels could be George Orwells 1984
becoming a reality in America.
"If [people do not stand up and stop it, tliey
can expcct to liave governriient run every aspect oFtheir lives," Hose said. "They will even
tell you how many kids they want you to have."
Senior C'ody Turner wore a yellow shirt
with a coiled snake etched on the front with
black words that read "Don't tread on me"- a
replication ot the lirst U.S. Naval Hag.
As the speaker told the crowd of hundreds
to light tyranny Turner waved his Hag high, A
replication ot the flag that the citizens o! Conzaies, Texas, once used during the Mexican

rights, not to dictate them," Turner said.
war, the words read "CJome and take it."
7he citizens of C Jonzales teared that the
Junior Kevin Danielsen feels that America
, •
.
n*.
is on the
Mexican governverge of a big
ment would seize
movement,
their
weapons.
and he wants
'llirner expressed
to fight the
concern that the
form of govU.S. government
• ernment that
is
encroaching
he feels is reupon the Second
stricting the
Amendment ot
rights of the
the U.S. ConstituAmerican
tion, the right to
people, he
bear arms,
said.
"The job of tlie
government
is
Taking a
stand against
to protect those
these restrictions. Rose and Perricaudet felt
that nothing was more important than being
part of the local Tea Party movement.
"Nothing else matters except God, bmily
and country and (this) country is being stolen
from us and that affects our relationship with
almighty God," Rose said.
Tlie original Boston Tea Party held Dec. 16,
1773, was a protest against "taxation without
representation," and the modern day tea parties stand for the same principles, according to
Turner. He feels the government plans to raise
taxes without the consent of the legislature

Judging by the Tea
Party movement,
America has simply
had enough
— Kevin Danielsen
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and the people.
"I want to be proud of my country but I
want my country to be what the founding
fathers wanted it to be and spent their blood,
sweat and tears to establish," Turner said. "I do
not want their sacrifices to be in vain."
The country will head in one of two directions in the next few years, Danielsen said.
"Tliere will be massive amounts of tyranny
or the rubber band is going to snap and we will
have unbelievable amounts of freedom like a
new dawning era," Danielsen said. "Judging by
the Tea Party movement, America has simply
had enough."
Tlie French people are content with the
government solving all of their problems, Perricaudet said. Some of them viewed Americans unfavorably but she saw a different side
of the American people when she visited her
family in the United States, she said. She has
hope that they will fight against government
takeover.
" It was hard hearing some of the things they
said about America, and that is maybe what
made me so American," Perricaudet said.
Contact Melinda Zosh at
mzosh^liberty edu.
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Comeback
kids sweep
VM
Axel Cerny
SPORTS

REPORTER

If you have paid any sort of attention
to this year's Flames baseball team, you
know they are good. In fact, the Flames
2010 baseball squad is on pace for possibly the best season in school history
This was a week of serious competition for the Flames as Elon came into
Lynchburg on Tuesday 21 -12 on the year
and held a 26th national ranking in the
Collegiate Baseball poll.
Though the Flames had just seen their
four-game win streak snapped by Elon
on Tuesday, they were prepared to do
some streak-breaking of their own when
VMI came to town on Friday The No.
26 Keydets were coming off a win against
No. 1 Virginia and had won nine straight
CHRIS

TOWER OF DEFENSE — Liberty's defense did not allow a touchdown in its 38-25 win over the offense.

MABES

contests.
"We knew coming in that if we were
going to make a run at something think-

Football springs back into action

ing we deserve to be in a regional, this
would be the weekend we'd need to do
something. We have to win this series if

"Everybody is hungry out

he has developed strength and

we're going to be considered a serious

"I think that some of the

there to win and to make plays

speed," Rocco said. "He is not

threat in the Big South," Toman said.

and

biggest playmaking threats are

for our team. Our main goal is

just ja catch and fall down guy.

Toman's thoughts were taken to heart

wooden framework construc-

underclassmen," Head Coach

to make the playoffs and the big

He s can catch and run with the

by his team. Down 6-3 heading into the

tion engulfing Williams Stadi-

Danny Rocco said. 'All the run-

picture is a national champi-

ball. He is a threat after the catch.

bottom of the seventh on Friday, Liberty

u m represented the same thing

ning backs are back and all are

onship. We are ready for it this

I thought he had a great spring."

Came storming back with six runs in the

as the players on the field Satur-

guys that have two, three or four

year," junior wide receiver Chris

day for the 2010 spring game

years of eligibility left. We have a

Summers said.

- the fiiture of Liberty football.

lot of skill on offense that offers

Jordan LoSasso
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concrete

With

lofty expectations.
slabs

quarterback

Mike

do much to stop Brent Vinson's

seventh and three more in the eighth, to
take a 12-6 lead.

interception

Trey Wimmer got the rally going

passes for 35 yards, is expected

thrown by Brown on an out

with a two-run homer for the Flames,
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a powerful VMI offense, moving to 7-1
on the year, and Wimmer led the offense
with four RBIs.

Softball dusts JMU

In the second game of the series. Liberty found itself heading into the bottom of
the sixth down 6-2. Starter Keegan Linza
had been hit hard for the first time, this

Ryan Walter
SPORTS

year, and the Flames needed some more

REPORTER

comeback offense.

Complete domination is all that can be used to describe the

Enter Curran Redal. Redal laced a two-

Liberty Lady Flames softball double header Sunday afternoon

run double into the right field corner and

against t h e George Washington Colonials. The Lady Flames

Liberty built five more runs onto the in-

mercied the Colonials 11 -.1 in the first game before shutting them

ning. Closer Josh Richardson sealed the

out in the second game 10-0.

victory for the Flames, and reliever Dane
Beakler picked up the victory to move to

"Offense is very important. We want to keep improving and

2-2.

scoring runs, so we can dominate the conference," junior Tiffini
Smith said. "Offense wins games."

'

, , ^

Searching for the sweep on Sunday,
Liberty showed up in a big way with a 19-

Smith has proved pitching also helps. The star pitcher only al-

hit attack against VMI.

lowed two hits in 20 at bats while also recording eight strikeouts.
It was the third time in three starts that she did not allow a run.
"Tifiini Smith has been lights-out. She's been phenomenal,"
Coach Paul Wetmore said. "It's so much easier when you know
your number one is going to go out there and get you a game ev-

BOMBS AWAY — (Above) The Lady Flames celebrate with their
trademark flair after a home run.
FLYIN' HIGH — (Below) A Lady Flames outfielder stretches for
the out.

The Keydets scored first, but the
Flames answered in the fourth with four
runs of their own, keyed by a big double
of the wall from second baseman PJ. Jimenez, making it 4-2. In the bottom of

ery day"
While Smith was stellar, a number of other players contributed

the sixth. Liberty busted the game open

to the two victories at Liberty Softball Field. The first of the two

for good, pushing their lead to 9-2, cour-

games saw seven different Lady Flames score runs and another

tesy of a bases loaded single from Wil-,

seven with RBIs. The Colonials, who came into the game with a

liams.
Steven Evans pitched a solid game for

record of 5-28, came out surprisingly strong. George Wasliington

the Flames in their 13-8 victory allowing

ended the first inning with a 1-0 lead.

only three runs through 6 1 / 3 innings

That's the last time a Colonial crossed h o m e plate. Junior Am-

pitched, moving him to 5-1 on the year.

ber DePasquale tied it up in the bottom of the second before Liberty had two consecutive five-run innings to end the game in the

Following the sweep, the Flames re-

fifth. Sophomore Danielle Howard, junior Cassie Hendrix and

cord stands at 25-10 overall (9-3 Big

sophomore Jenny Law all recorded h o m e runs while sophomore

South), while VMI now has a 29-8 record

Kaylee West had three RBIs t-o finish the game. It was also the

overall (10-5 Big South).

freshmen starting pitcher Kat Johnson's fourth win of the season.
Contact Axel Cerny
SOFTBALL

at axelcerny(®gmail.com.
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Track team sprints to championships
APRIL 20.

1 ),uiicl M.ii tincz

such convincing fashion, it almost looked like
It wasn't that tough ofan accomplishment."
It IS lu'ginning to locik like the Liberty Uni
I'or the socond consecutive year, redshirt
junicM- FVans Kigen won both the men's 5K
versify i Mck c^ I'lekl team is a hit selfish.
Alter .ill, they were apparently not satisfied andthe V)()0-meter steeplechase,
with winning Ot teihers Big South Cionter
eiue ( JOSS Country C !ham[iionships tor the In the former, he
set a facility remen's aiul women's teams.
Nor were they satisfied with snatching cord with a time
both ol Ivhruary's I^ig South Indoor Track of 14:34, beating
I'ield (,'hampionships. 'fhis weekend in tlie runner up by
(!haiiesttin, S.C,., (.,\>ach Brant 'Iblsma's crew over 200 meters.
reeled in be>th men's and women's honors in 'Ihe latter he acon
the Big South Outdoor Track & Field ( .'ham- complished
pionships, completing the I^ig Souths hrst his own 26 th
birthday, and both
"double triple.'
Ihe newest titles came by wide margins, led to his being
with the men's team smoking second place named the Men's
C.'oastai (.Carolina by 76.S points and the Outstanding Track Performer of the event.
women breaking CCoastal's three-year stran'I ve been training hard" Kigen said. T
glehold with a 54.5-point margin of victory
am just trying to get ready for (the National
"We went from event to event watching Championships in June). For the steepleour athletes battle and compete," Tolsma, chase, I ran 9:14, which wasn't that fast, so it
who was awarded l^ig South Track & Field didn't take a lot ofenergy, and that's why I was
C'oach ol the Year honors for both men's and able to do well in the 5K."
women's teams, said. "( Fhey often) won in
Another Liberty runner who excelled this
SPORTS REPORTER
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weekend was redshirt senior Ashley Osborne.
Ciompeting in the women's 1 OK, O.sbornc listened to her coach's acivice in simply remaining with the pack for a significant portion of
the race,
then "kick
in for the
last mile,
or whenever I felt
good,"
Osborne
said. "1 was
a little worried about
the
5K,
because
it was my

place — and Meghan Burgraff, Liberty's firstever Women's Freshman of the Year winner
for the outdoor meet, who provided a "real
shocker" to even her own coach when she
won the 800 in 2:12, a facility record.
Junior juniper Clarence Powell was another who left a big mark on the day's proceedings. He finished a solid third in the triple
jump and high jump competitions, but those
paled in comparison to his victory in the long
jump. On his final attempt, he cleared 24 feet,
finishing in first.

second event." Osborne won the event with
a time of 17:51
Other outstanding Liberty runners included redshirt senior Jaime Watson, who
broke school and meet records with a time
of 53.61 in the 400-meter dash, sophomore
Isaac Wendland's personal best-time 1:52
in the 800-meter dash - good for second

""Even some of the people who were getting sixth, seventh, and eighth were people I
was not expecting to do that (well)," Tolsma
added.

It's a great feeling to
be part of history —
Clarence Powell

"Before, 1 was averaging about 22 feet," Powell said later. "This year, 1 hit my personal best
the past two meets, so it's a blessing. I really
didn't feel that I would do anything in the long
jump." His performance earned him Men's
Outstanding Field Performer honors.

"It's a great feeling to be part of history,"
Powell said.
Contact Daniel Martinez at
dpmartinez(f^liberty.edu.

Tennis set to make a racket in Big South tourney
Peter Sawyer
SPORTS REPORTER

Flames sophomore Giancarlo
Lemmi battled tor the win in
his singles match late Sunday afternoon to put the Flames over
Ciardner-Webb in a close contest
4-3.11"ie Flames ended the season
with this win putting them at 4-2
in the t^ig South and 12-9 overall.
"We're going to be in a tie for
third place with Coastal Carolina
*-f I » - I . * * ' i * * I * i
which is still a wonderful finish,"
Flames head tennis coach Chris
I'llOIOS IIY VAI.i:UIY,'\ Kl INISHVICII Johnson said.
The Flames gave up the douACE — Tfie Flannes fiead to postseables point but rallied to win four
son play as the No. 4 seed.

of the six singles matches.
Flames freshman Tristan Stayt
won the No. 2 match, senior Chad
Simpson won the No. 4 match,
and senior Louis Steyn won the
No. 5 match. Lemmi's match was
the last to finish and both teams
gathered around to cheer their
teammates on as the outcome of
the day depended on them.
Liberty was in a three-way tie
with Winthrop and Radford for
first place in the Big South Conference heading into their final
match.
Winthrop swept all six of the
singles matches, but the tandem of

Juan Reyes and Steyn were able to
win the No. 3 doubles match.
Tlie Flames were able to
bounce back from the loss on
Saturday to beat Gardner-'Webb
on Sunday According to Johnson
they are "very confident" going
into the post season.
"We're very excited. We're playing good tennis," Johnson said.
The Flames garnered a No. 4
seed with the win, and will battle
Gardner-Webb again in the first
match of the day at Thursday's Big
South iMen's Championship.
In women's tennis, the Lady
Flames fell to Winthrop early on

Saturday 6-1. Winthrop took the
doubles point, winning both contested matches. Liberty senior
Jordan Jenkins defeated Yasmine
Alkema in the No. 1 singles match.
Tlie Lady Flames closed out
their season on Sunday in Blacksburg, Va., with a 5-2 loss to the
Virginia Tech Hokies, securing a
No. 7 seed in the upcoming Big
South Women's Tennis Championship and a matchup with No. 2
seed Winthrop on Thursday
Contact Peter Sawyer at
psawyer(® liberty.edu.
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Editorial: Donovan (Mc)Nabbed by Redskins
took advantage of it, too. With the help ot

Jordan LoSasso
ASST
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Terrel! Owens that year, McNabb throw tor
.18''yards, 31 touchdowns with only eight
interceptions, and had a quarterback rating ot
104."

With the second pick in the 1999 NFl,
draft the Philadelphia Eagles select Donovan
McNabb
cue booing. Not just ordinary
boos ofdiscontent. More like a chorus, choir,
orchestra and symphony of booing
relentless and loud.

'The olfense was electrifying. Watching
those i^ames you expected the f'agles to score
on every drive, and win ever\' game
they
were 1 ,V I when Owens ley broke from a Riw
Williams horse collar tackle and Head Coach
Andy Reid decided tti rest the starters for the
playoffs. The f-agles finished the year I V3,
1 ,S-4 counting the playoffs.

Not much seems to have changed throughout McNabb's 11 -year career in Philadelphia.
Just like draft day McNabb has been blamed
tor nearly every Eagles shortcoming, no matter whether they were his fault or not.
Based on the perception in his own team's
hometown, you would think the Eagles were
perennial losers, never seriously contending
for the postseason, conference championships or Super Bowl victories.

They happened to run into the Nl'i ,'s most
recent dynastv in the Super Bowl, the New
England Patriots, losing 24-2 i.
Unfortunately McNabb will nu^stly be remembered for allegedly thrciwing up late in
the game rather than for his performance.

You probably wouldn't know that the
Washington Redskins just traded for a franchise quarterback that can still lead a tqani to
the playoffs with little offensive help, even vying for NFL championships yearly
GH.MMIIC ( I(I-.MI;I) IN

McNabb led the Eagles to five NFC
Championship games in an eight year span.
Normally when a quarterback carries an
offense with wide receivers named Todd
Pinkston,James "^Fhrash, Freddie Mitchell and
Creg Lewis to championship games he gets
some credit.
SOFTBALL continued from Bl
"Right now we are hitting the
ball so well," Coach Wetmore said.
"Experience is starting to add up for
us ... confidence is so big in this
game."
The Lady Flames carried their
explosive offense into the second
game routing the Colonials 10-0.
Tlie first three innings were quiet,
Liberty unable to get any runs
while the second game starting
pitcher, Smith, shut down George
Washington. However, it would not
stay that way for long.

However, each ot those years the Eat^les did
tall short. McNabb did throw untimely picks
late in games when he was trying to make
things happen on his own, and he did have a
habit of struggling with accuracy often leading to worm burners in the grass.

The Lady Flames went on a scoring spree in the last three innings.
Law began the scoring in the third,
which included a nifty steal at second base. Two more runs would
score in the fourth before DePasquale hit a single to center field
to score another two runs putting
Liberty up 5-0 afterfiveinnings.
One more run in the sixth would
set up sophomore Kelly Strickland
for her second grand slam of the
season.
"I was afraid I was going to miss
it," Strickland said. "Its definitely
been a team effort. We all have each

('IIKIS

MAHI S

You probably wouldn't know McNabb
led the Eagles to a Super Bowl appearance in
2004, which was only the second trip to the
Super Bowl;n team history Tliat was the first
year McNabb had a real No. 1 receiver. He

other's back."
Strickland's winning grand slam
moved Liberty to 28-11 while the
win was its eigth in a row.
Leading up to their Sunday tilt
with George Washington University the Lady Flames took care of
business with Gardner-Webb University at the Liberty Softball Field.
Saturday night the Lady Flames
won the third of their three-game
series against the Running Bulldogs, completing the sweep. Liberty's 4-0 win featured a highlight reel
game by Smith who allowed only
two hits and struck out 14.

You probably wouldn't know McNabb
threw four touchdowns, completed SO per
cent of his passes and had a i 32.1 quarterback rating against the Arizona Cardinals in
2002 — on a broken ankle. In the first quarter McNabb was tackled awkwardly, and his
ankle collapsed under him. He returned that
game to lead the Eagles to victory

T'wo of the three games played
against Gardner-Webb took place
in a doubleheader Friday night.
Tlie first game, a 3-0 win for the
Lady Flames, saw solid pitching
from Smith as well as clutch hitting
by senior J'nae Jefferson, who had a
run and an RBI.
Unlike the first, the second
game ot the doubleheader saw
Liberty back on its heels for part of
the game. '^Fhe Lady Flames faced
a balanced Gardner-Webb oftense
that had six different players score.
With help from Law, who ended
the game with two runs and an RBI,

MCNABB contmucdon B4
the Lady Flames were able to come
out with a 7-6 win.
Liberty also won both of their
home double-header games on
Wednesday against James Madison
University 5-1 and then 6-4. Next
up on the schedule are doubleheaders on the road versus Norfolk State
(Tuesday), Hampton (Wednesday) and at home versus Longwood on Saturday

Contact Ryan Walter at
rmwalter(d)libertyedu.

Looking for a Reason to Hang
Arouwd iw thc'Purg this Summer?
Participate in an Acne Research Study

Pewcfits of Participation;

• Up to $2250 in compensation for time & travel.
• Skin evaluations by a dermatologist at no cost.
• Investigational medication at no cost.

The Fine details:

• Males & females between the ages of 18 & 35.
• Morning & evening visits (most less than 30 minutes)
every day, Monday - Saturday, for 6 weeks.

Contact us for wore information;
. 434-847-8400
• info@educationandresearch.com

T H E

EDUCATIOhVt

RESEARCHV

F O U N D A T I O N ,
Bxc^Uenc^

in cUntcal

INC.

trial service tince

1973

The Education & Research Foundation, Inc.
2 0 9 5 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, VA 2 4 5 0 1
www.educationandresearch.com

MilNAnnamhmiuljyoinlU
I K' limshccl the g . u i i c hut
\v,is (oixctl to m i s s tlic next
SIX h i x a i i s c of the m|urv I Ic
ivluiiK\l

for

the

plu'ofis,

t h o u g h , a i u l k \ l his Ic.un to
their SCLOIUI N'I'( ' ( ' h a i i i p i
(llishl[l g.UIH'.
hut he h.is M m g g l c d With
sta\iiig healths' in his t a r e e r
I lo has u n l y c o m p l c t e i l five
seasons

without

missing

time due to injuries.
You probably wouldn't
know that in 2009, McNabbs
final year as an I 'agle before be
ing tradeil to the Washington
Redskins, he was selectetl tcdiis
sixth Pro Iknvl. throwing tor
l.S.S^ yaixls, 22 touJulowns
aiul only 10 inteiLeptions with
a'-)2,9c|uarterbacl< rating.
1 lowevei, he underper
formed against the Hallas

(!twboys in the regular season finale, and in the Wild
(,'ard rountl of" the playoffs,
which led to two embarrass
ing blowouts for the fiagles.
I suppiirted McNabb stay
ing in Philadelphia up until
the playofl loss to the ( AIWbiiys, I woukl have excused
his boyish air guitar sideshow
as he was entering the field
before the game if he beat

Dallas but he didn't.
After 11 years, it's just time
for a change, and .McNabb
finally got the cheers he de
served. 'Iliey were not cheers
for his on the held heroics,
though. The cheers were for
his departure. The cheers
were as ecstatic as the boos
on draft day were angry
Now McNabb is in Washington, playing for the Eagles

division rival. He play's the
Hagles twice a season, and
he will be traveling North
on 1-95 to Lincoln Financial
Field yearly
Me will be booed, probably as soon as his name is announced over the stadium's
PA speakers, and undoubtedly and relentlessly when he
shows off in front of his exteam and ex-tans with a bril-

liant play, touchdown pass or
scramble for a first down.
f fe will make plays that
make the Eagles front office reconsider if they ever
should have traded him
especially to a division rival,
and e.specially if, and when,
the Redskins beat the Eagles,
C'ontactJordan Lo.Sasso
at jlosa,sso(5)Iibertyedu.
SPRING continued from B1
"I got a better 40 than he
did. He just had the angle.
If we're racing, I'm going to
get him," 'Vinson joked. "I
thought he (Rocco) was
about to tackle me too. I was
like what is coach doing?"
The detensive dominance
came as a surprise. For most
of the spring practices the
roles have been reversed,
with the offense taking care
of the defense, which built up
an in-house rivalry between
the opposing sides.

BETTER BOWLING NAME:

After the defense struggled
to alleviate the offensive'barrage of long runs and" deep
passes in a scrimmage the
previous Saturday, the locker
room chatter caught tire.
"Last Saturday they exploded on us. They were
throwing cieep balls all over
our heads, so they were a
little cocky all week. We just
told them it was going to be
our day. We were going to
shut them down," "Vinson
said. "We were saying what
we are going to do to them,
and they were saying what
they are going to do."
Shutting down the offense
is precisely what the defense
did - only allowing 331 total
yards on 82 plays for average
gain of 4.0 yards per play
The blue clad defense
turned some heads by forcing six punts and only allowing one tield goal. They also
added three turnovers and
seven sacks en route to its triumph over the offense.
T was really happy with
the intensity of the defense.
Its one of those things that
happens when you don't
go live every day You don't
know exactly what it is going to feel like. It had the look
that I wanted it to have," Rocco said, "^rhey pressured the
quarterback, and they played
the ball deep down the tield.
I am happy the defense did
rise to the challenge today."

SonearliyHolft^®*''"

getusc .com
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mething better
believe in so

However, the offense's
most lethal weapon, Brown
who completed 15 of 27
passes for 138 yards and added 19 rushing yards, wearing
a red, no contact jersey Getting an accurate account of
just how stifling the defense
was on Saturday is a difficult
assessment.
'Tt's tough not being live,
especially in some of the sack
situations. But that's part of
the game, 1 guess," Brown
said.
"Mike Brown could have
made a play at anytime but at
the expense of what?" Rocco
said.
Tlie expense on Saturdviy
was the first blue jersey victory since 2007.
Contact Jordan LoSasso
at jlosassotrt>libertyedu.
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Deal W. Hudson to speak at Alumni Lecture Series
Emily DeFosse
FEATURE

EDITOR

Van Gogh's "Starry Night,"
Beethoven's
symphonies,
John
Milton's "Paradise
Lost' — works of art come
in all forms, whether it is the
morning sunrise coming
over the mountains or a
piece of artwork hanging
in a gallery Beauty is
everywhere, but often times
Christian
communities
place more emphasis on
tradition and discipline and
the appreciation for beauty
is lost.
Author and philosopher
Deal W Hudson wrote
the book 'An American

Conversion: One
Man's
Search for Taith and Beauty
in a Time of Crisis," in 2(X13.
Hudson will be coming to
speak to students, faculty and
the public on Friday April
23 at 7 pm. in DeMoss 109(1
for the second installment
of the English and Modem
Languages
Department's
Alumni Lecture Series.

often felt the neglect otlieauty
within my denomination. 1
would like to see Baptists and
all Christians think about
beauty and try to understand
beauty in biblical terms. I
thought that Deal Hudson
would be a good speaker to
help us, especially those of us
who want to remain Baptist,
think more about that issue."

"The book is about how
(Hudson), as a Southern
Baptist, left the Baptist church
for the Catholic Church in
his search for beauty," Chair
of the Department of English
and Modern Languages Dr
Karen Prior said. "Having
grown up Baptist myself I've

Hudson will take a closer
look at beauty and how
"a proper understanding
of beauty and its placc in
God's being and in His
creation
compels
the
Christian to cultivate taste
and appreciate beauty in all
its forms," according to an

announcement from the
English Department.
According to Hud.son,
beauty is part of spiritual
life and not at odds with
morality

Mercer University ffe
is currently president
of Catholic Advocate,
InsideCatholic.ccim and
the Morley Publishing
Ckoup.

"It we look around at
the world Ciod creatcd, it is
obvious that (lod cares about
beauty," Prior .said. "The Bible
does say a lot about beauty
and I think that the world has
distorted it and perverted our
sense of beauty In response,
the church needs to cultivate
a correct sense ofbeauty."

"(The department) is
bringing (Hudson) in as
an academic speaker to
talk about an academic
is.sue," Prior said in
reference to 1 fudson's
Catholicism. "He is
not coming to address
students in convocation
or to teach studetits
doctrine.'

Hudson
taught
philosophy tor 15 years
at
Fordham
University,
New York University and

I ' L D I\ I D I I )

HUDSON — Autfior Deal
Contact Emily 1 \T-osse at W. Hudson will speak at the
ebdefosse((?libertyedu. upcoming English lecture.

SGA bringing SuperChic[k] for end-of-year concert

A'

I,

Plioro CC5UKTliSY O F .SUPHHr.lllCXONl.lNE.C:OM
SUPERCHIC[K] — The Gramnny-nominated band will be at Liberty on May 5.
Casey Overcash
FEATURE REPORTER

Grammy-nominated
pop-rock
band
SuperChic[K] will perform live 6n the front
steps of DeMoss Hall May 5, according
to Student Government Ass|)ciation Vice

Ciraims

President Tim Ames Leong. Traveling on their
Spring 2010 'Alive Tour," the group is expected
to visit 20 cities through late May Tlieir stop
at Liberty University will be a benefit concert
to support the Libert)' Godparent Home.
Super Chic [K] will be joined by guest artists

into a drawing where they could win a prize.
According to l.eon^, C.\impus Church on
May 5 will be held outside DeMoss I lall and
the parking lot will be filled with dilferent
activities, The SuperCliicI Kj concert will take
place alter the church ser\'ice ends at 9 pm.

John Reuben, (.uminate and Biead of Stone.
The event will be hosted by SC^ A.
According to a recent press release by the
'Alive Tour," Gotee recordini; artist |ohn Reuben
has released five albums, selling more than
250,000 records. His second album, "Hindsight,"
ex].ilored his early 90s hip-hop influences while
introducing some alternative pop

SCiA has also teamed up with Selah
yearbook. The concert will be the setting tor
the end of the year "Cinco de Mayo" bash,
and distribution of the Selah yearbook.

Luminate has released three independent
projects and toured nationwide, before
signing with Sparrow Records in late 2009.
l A i m i n a t e states that their source of energy
is in their passion for bringing others closer
to Jesus. I?read of Stone is a Christian band
based out of Sioux City, Iowa.

Production L)irector Jesse l.arkin has been
working with [,eong from the beginning to
deal with the logistics of audio and lighting
on the steps of l^eMoss Hall.
"This was a great group effort. We've been
able to plan and look forward to this great
event that is going to be a benefit concert for
the I.iberty Godparent Home. It is going to
be a win/win situation for everyone," L.eong
said.

Tlie concert was originally scheduled
during the pro-life ROSE Event last semester,
but due to short notice it was better to wait
until the spring to wish farewell to seniors and
students going home for the summer.
According to Leong, concert attendees
will have an opportunity to take part in a love
offering for the Liberty Godparent Home.
Every student who donates will be entered

Contact C'asey Overcash at
cmovercash(^libertyedu.
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**COLLEGE STORAGE SPECIAL**

4 M o n t h s storage for the price of 3
STUFF YOUR STUFF WITH US FOR THE SUMMER!
Units as low as $45 per month.

Graves Mill Storage

434-385-1133

Rt 221 Forest R d , Lynchburg
www.gravesmillstorage.com
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Helms School ^
sustain me,"

I'ini (locglcin is ,i man ot many
(ioeglein was siuldenly thrust intti a
atnimplishmcnts. Not many can say that whirlwind
media and political attention.
tlioy have travelctl all over the world, been
1 le wrote a letter of resignation and made
tii popes' funerals, llowti on Air I'orce One himself a promise never to enter the White
ant! walketl the halls ot the Wliite i louse. House again. According to (loeglein, that is
While speaking at the 1 lelms School ot when proviilence stepped in.
(lovernmcnt's Distinguished Speaker Series
White House Chief'of'StaffJoshua Bolten
April 12-1 (ioeglein did not focus on any of called ( loeglein into his ofhce and instead
his many accomplishments. Instead, during i^f the rebuke (loeglein had been expecting,
a lecture on faith and public life, the Vice Bolten exteiuled an offer of grace,
IVesitlent of Hxternal Affairs for FtKUs t)n
"[he first thing he said to me was, 'You are
the f'amily, shared with an intimate crowd of
forgiven, " ( loeglein said, "It was literally as if
students gathered in the 1 lelms School Suite two bar bells had come of} of my shoulders,
a personal story of how prideful mistakes led I d.dn't deserve that, I deserved just the
him to see grace and mercy personihed.
opposite,"
"1 want to leave you with a story where
pride, grace and mercy intersect all in the
person that you re looking at," ( ioeglein
said. "The person you're looking at should
have been grabbed by the lapels and thrown
onto i'ennsylvania Avenue but instead was
forgiven by Ciod's grace."
Cloeglein told students how in 2008,
while serving as a Special Assistant to former
President Cieorge W. Bush, he was found
guilty of plagiarizing articles he was writing
For his hometown newspaper, the Fort Wayne
News Sentinel in Indiana.
"Over time, I began plagiarizing several
of' my columns. 1 chose the prideful way
forward and so what began as a small sin grew
and grew," Cloeglein said.
A fellow reporter at the News Sentinel
eventually discovered Goeglein's dishonesty
Goeglein described the period that followed
as a self-imposed crisis where he had no one
to blame but himself,
"When sin is exposed, it can be remarkably
liberating. I knew that even though 1 was
entering a period of professional and personal

2010

(Joeglein then had to lacc the president,
whose name he felt he had defamed. He met
with the president intending to apologize, but
was once again surprised.
"I turned to the president and he said,
'You are forgiven,' and 1 was so stunned that
1 literally could not speak," Goeglein said.
"(The p'-esident) said, '1 have known grace
and mercy in my lite, and I am extending
grace and mercy to you.' If I live to be a
thousand years old, I will never understand
grace and mercy in the way that 1 did that day"
In addition to sharing his personal
testimony, (loeglein told students about
his work at Focus on the F'amily and the
organization's international influence. He
also shared how despite going to school for
journalism, a desire to be actively iiwolved in
the pro-life movement led him to politics.
Sophomore Sean Maguire is president
of" iJberty Students for Life (ROSE), the
campus pro-life club. Fie said that hearing
about Goeglein's involvement in Focus on
the Family and in the pro-life movement was
motivating.

BETSY A H K A H A M

Tim Goeglein — Focus on the Family's Vice President of External Affairs with
government students w h o attended the Distinguished Speaker Series.
'Tie let me know that what we were
doing was really important," Maguire said.
"It was really encouraging to know that he
got involved in politics for the pro-life causc.
It's really encouraging to see how people are
working for it and that we're not alone."

important in life," Goeglein said.
Vice Chairman
for the
College
Republicans Zach Martin said that hearing
Goeglein's stcvy and lessons on character
and virtue inspired him in his goal to one day
become a congressman.

During a question and answer session,
Cjoeglein discussed current politics and the
epidemic of fatherlessness, which he believes
is the most serious threat to the future of
America. He also stressed to students the
importance of virtue, saying that freedom in
America would be impossible without it.

"Even when he was in a position where he
had messed up he was able to own up to his
mistakes and be very transparent and honest,"
Martin said. "It's a truly remarkable thing
to see someone who has lived his political
career in the Christian faith and in our culture
standing for those values."

According to Goeglein, doing the right
"1 promise you that character is more
important than intellect. Humility is more "thing should come from more than just a
important than pride and achievement. Our desire to help the country. It should come out
remarkable country by and large, is run by B of a life changed by Jesus.
students," Goeglein said.
"If there's one thing 1 wish for your
As a Christian in the public eye, Goeglein generation as you step up and take the baton
said that one of the biggest challenges he of leadership, it's that you exercise the virtues
faced was putting faith and politics in the of humility, high character and personal
integrity at every turn," Goeglein said. "Not
right place in his life.
"Tlie most important challenge iS to because it's good for freedom, but because
keep politics in perspective. It's very easy at the end of the day, grace - and mercy are
to conclude that the most important thing extending to us first and foremost by Jesus
is politics, but it's not. Faith is tar more Christ."
important than politics in that your faith
helps keep you balanced and prioritize what's

Contact Betsy Abraham at
babraham3(S)libertyedu.

V^tdmihg Events
Earth Day April 22
All Liberty Dining locations!

Don't have a meal plan?
We've got your solution!
Enjoy total flexibility when
you eat!

Vietnamese &Thai Dinner!

If you didn't make it out to our event at Reber this past
Monday you missed an awesome time!
Here is what went down...
•

We celebrated the flavors of the world renowned chef,
restaurateur, and cookbook author Mai Pham!
• Those who participated in our "Chop-stick Challenge"
competed to win free sushi from Tsunami Sushi at
Founders Food Court!
• We gave away a full-length Mai Pham Thai and Vietnamese cookbook!
• We gave away 6 Lynchburg Hillcats tickets!

Want to receive special discounts?
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•

Ask the cashier for a 5 0 % off coupon and use it
on your first trip to Reber Thomas, then they will
give you your Cinch Membership Card.

•

Every time you purchase a meal in Reber Thomas,
just present your CINCH Membership Card to our
cashier for a special CINCH stamp.

•

For every three meals you purchase at full price,
you'll qualify for a fourth meal ABSOLUTELY FREE!

•

The best part is that after you complete your
Membership Card (nine meals purchased), you
then qualify for a special 2 0 % discount on all
future trips to Reber Thomas.

TexUUBM to 82257

Receive exclusive, valuable promotions and
offers, only sent to myDtxt.com members!

Get a FREE resident dining
meal for every three you
purchase.

Here's how it works...

THE DINING CONNECTION

What do you get?
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•

Retired ( " E O of a $ 2 3 Million oi-ganizario

•

Served a^ a ('aprain ill rhe LJniced States Air I'orce A^edica!

On The Issue^'^

Service C 'orps
•

Board inenilier of Soiulnvest Virginia I lealth vSysiein.s

encouraging local businesses and

Enjoys sailing ancl rctereeing high sehool footlxill and
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basketball games
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• Stop burclensojue regulation and start

I'lanning Agencv•
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" I f resides iit 1 A-nchhtrrg witli his wife, Sue, ot 4 1 years,
logether they have three grown cliiklrcn and two grandchildren.

• Mestrian improvements should be made
Ifed H a n f i o n
•

toWaidsRd to ensiif^ the safety of
students and patrons;®

Over 23 yc;irs-;is President'of latnily owned biLsiness overseeing
20 e m p l o y e ^ .

•

•

f his managed multiniillion dollar real estate projects

•

Nteiiiber

•

Resides in Lvnchbnrg's I listoric District with his higli school

the 1 .ynchbiirg Plantiing ( x)iviniissi(Mi
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• Stop laising taxes and start eliminating
WasteRd Spending. Meal tax is 11.5%.

sweet heart, jean, of 3.4 wars, logetlier they have two tlaiighters.

Real Property Tax increased by 31 % over
Don Good.

the past 4 years and the city still does not

•

( i r a d u a t e o l Lilxeriy University

•

Dver 20 years oj .sales, retail, construction, and bitsiness :

have enough money.

experietice in die I vnchbtirg area.
•

XX'oi ked liis wa\' tllrough college as a retail as-sociate in the

• Stt^ the tax and spend policies

construction industrv.
•

Resides in L\'nchburg witli his wile, Svlvia. logether thev have

^

of the ciurent City Council.

lliree chiklren.

Three Votes. Three Candidates
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• Strengthen Public Safety
• Improve Education
• Eliminate Wasteful Spending
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SCARLET PIMPERNEL
Emily DeFosse
PEATURt tOlTOR

"THEY SEEK H i M '
Pimpernel.

Actors sing about their search to discover the identity of the elusive Scarlet

L O O K I N G S U M M E R Y — Percy and his men prepare for a,ball in colorful fashion.

The Liberty Theatre Department is now showing
its farewell play in the Lloyd Auditorium, "The Scarlet
Pimpernel."
In the world of the French Revolution it is hard to know
who to trust. As Sir Percival Blakeney, played by sophomore
Kyle Rodgers, discovers. Even his own wife, Marguerite,
played by senior Courtney Landwerlen, helped the French
government and inadvertently sent men to their deaths.
When the knowledge .of Marguerites actions reaches
Blakeney a rift is formed between the couple and Blakeney
forms a secret society against the French and disguises
himself as a nian called the Scarlet Pimpernel.
"The Scarlet Pimpernel" opened in the Lloyd Auditorium
Friday night under the direction of Linda Nell Cooper. The
play was originally scheduled as the first show in the new
tower theater, however, delays in construction prevented that
possibility and forced the actors and stage crew to use their
limited space for the large production creatively
"We enlarged the stage ... We took out the first row of
chairs," Cooper said. "We took off everything on the sides so
that we could have every available space for staging."
The theater has two dressing rooms. Cooper's office
and three other rooms were also used as dressing rooms in
this production, which has 40 cast members and 18 crew
members, according to Cooper.
"The main theme (of this play) is about finding your
personal mission and pursuing it with all your passion,"
Cooper said. "Standing up for what is right regardless of the
obstacles and the enemy in your way"
Junior Ronnie Brady plays Ben, one of Percy s followers.
"(The play is about) finding who you really are," Brady
said.
Along with the space issues, learning to speak the French
language was challenging, since every actor speaks or sings in
French at least once in the show, according to Cooper The
actors also use real swords, making safety a major concern.
"A very rewarding thing (about this play) is that some of
my underclassmen who have not done a big dance musical
before have gained such confidence on stage," Cooper said.
One of the main songs in "The Scarlet Pimperner is
called "Into the Fire." Cooper believes this song embodies
one of the main reasons students should come to see this
production.
"I think studerits are often called upon to face challenges
... 'Regardless of what the challenges are, into the fire we
go. Because we will come out stronger in the end,"' Cooper
said. "College students face fire every day Sometimes you
just need a little bit of inspiration and encouragement to face
that fire. Too many people fail because they fear that fire and
run away from it, instead of seeing how the fire can really
mold their iron."
"The Scarlet Pimpernel" is also a "sweeping love story,"
and a story about the bonds of brotherhood, according to
Cooper
For more information about show times and ticket prices
visit the box office in the Fine Arts Hall or call 434-5822085.
Contact Emily DeFosse at
ebdefoSse(®libertyedu.

